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Setting: The former Tasmania Gold Mine and associated buildings, ruins and archaeological features

are located in the northern Tasmanian town of Beaconsfield , situated in the Tamar Valley. The sites are 

located on the gentle slope of a hill, leading to Weld Street, the main thoroughfare in the town. To the west 

is the bushland of Cabbage Tree Hill; to the south, the urban residences; to the east, the town’s commercial 

heart on Weld Street, and to the north, the Miners’ Reserve (incorporating THR #5673) and Shaw Street. The 

façades of the historic Tasmania Gold Mine and the Hart Shaft Headframe in particular are important 

geographical landmarks in the town, integral parts of the streetscape and a focal point for the residents of 

the mining township. West Street is at odds with the grid pattern of Beaconsfield streets , since it follows the 

line of a former mining tramway.

Description: The Grubb Shaft Engine House is a red brick gabled Federation building

shell with a conserved façade. Built c1904 it formerly housed the engines for the Hathorn-Davey pumps and 

the winding machinery in the Grubb Shaft. Its ruins have partly collapsed into the portal of the Grubb Shaft. 

Today it houses part of the Beaconsfield Mine and Heritage Centre . The

façade and shell of the Grubb Shaft Engine House along with the Grubb Shaft portal and surrounds are 
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considered to be of heritage significance.

 

The Hart Shaft Engine House is largely a red brick gabled Federation building shell with conserved façade. 

It formerly housed the engines for the Hathorn-Davey pumps and winding machinery in the Hart Shaft, and it 

later served as the winder house for the Beaconsfield Joint Venture . It still contains the Joint Venture’s Hart 

Shaft winding machinery, by which the cage in the shaft was raised and lowered from the decline entrance 

375 metres below the surface. The façade and shell of this building and the winding machinery it contains 

are all considered to be of heritage significance, demonstrating two periods of use of the Hart Shaft.

 

The Boiler House is a partly demolished red brick gabled Federation building shell with a conserved 

façade. The building originally had a ‘vented roof of double clerestory form, expressed in the shape of a 

gable’ (Ratcliff 2015, p.1855). The building with easily the biggest footprint on site, it demonstrates the 

importance of steam power in the operation of the mine 1877–1914. It formerly housed the boilers for the 

pumping engines and winding machinery in the adjacent Grubb and Hart Shaft Engine Houses. Today it 

houses part of the Beaconsfield Mine and Heritage Centre. Only the façade and shell of the Boiler House are 

considered to be of heritage significance.

 

The portal of the Lefroy or Drainage Union Shaft, begun in 1881, is still visible in front of the Boiler House. It 

is the oldest extant surface feature on the mine site and demonstrates the amalgamation of mines in order 

to defeat the drainage problem, being sunk in an effort to drain the entire gold field (‘Beaconsfield Drainage 

Union’ 1884).

 

To the east of the three historic building ruins is the c2008 Beaconsfield Mine & Heritage Centre with a 

gabled façade that recalls that of the Boiler House and the Grubb and Hart shafts engine houses. This 

building is not considered of heritage significance in its own right, but contributes to the overall values of the 

site. Ancillary buildings in this vicinity are not

considered of heritage significance. The three historic façades and new Heritage Centre are all surrounded 

by exotic and mature native trees, which add to the character of the area. The garden area includes a steam 

engine provenanced to the mine, and a number of historic plaque markers.

The collections of the Beaconsfield Mine and Heritage Centre do not form part of the registration.

 

The former Mine Yard contains the modern Hart Shaft headframe and change rooms; several sheds 

associated with the recent operation of the mine; plus the archaeological

sites of the 1880s Main Shaft (now sealed under a concrete apron), the Easton, Anderson & Goolden 

pumping engine house which formerly stood beside it, the 1890s power plant and other features. The Main 

Shaft was an impressive feature containing four separate timber compartments. One modern shed stands 

within the imprint of the former Boiler House. The Hart Shaft Headframe contains the cage (elevator platform) 

used by the Beaconsfield Joint Venture and the sealed portal of the Hart Shaft . Designed to resemble one of 

the pylons of the Batman Bridge, the headframe not only represents the modern mining operation but was 

the scene of the triumphant return of rescued miners Brant Webb and Todd Russell in 2006. The Hart Shaft 

itself was central to mining operations 1897–2014 and 1980–2012, being the only access point to the 

underground mine in the latter period. The shaft and surrounds were

heavily remediated in 2017-2018 following ground collapse. The change rooms demonstrate the day-to-day 

operation of the Joint Venture mine.

 

The former Tasmania Gold Mine Offices at 6 West Street, Beaconsfield, is a substantial Federation-era 

brick building with corrugated iron roof. The original section facing the mine was purpose built as the 

company offices. At a later period the building was extended to the rear using similar design and materials 

to the original section. This rear extension and further additions constructed in the 1950s are not considered 

of heritage significance and not included in the registration. The exterior treatment of the original building and 

the early extension is blood and bandage brick-work with double-hung timber windows. The southern and 

eastern elevations include a wrap-around verandah with turned wooden supports. The main entrance facing 

the mine includes a central entry door with fanlight and symmetrical double sidelights with half height 

glazing. A concrete ramp has been installed to the front entry door . Three corbelled chimneys feature at the 

rear of the building. The mine manager, chief engineer, surveyors, draughtsmen, secretary and pay clerk all 

had offices in this building 1904–14. The pay office was built with a vault and two external doors consistent 

with a long line of employees entering and exiting in order to collect their pay on the appointed day. Much of 

the internal configuration of the original offices remain . Intact early interior building elements such as doors, 

cornices, chimney breasts and skirting boards which contribute to the representative character of the 

building are included in the registration. The former Mine Offices are set on a small hill , believed to consist of 

mullock (waste rock from the mine), with a concrete retaining wall to the east. A mature copper beech tree, 

dedicated on 23 May 1957, sits on the south-eastern corner, with mature shrubs

below.

 

Archaeological potential. The former engine houses and Boiler House, Hart Shaft Headframe, Mine 

Offices, and Mine Yard as well as other buildings, features, mines shafts, underground workings, surface 

and subsurface deposits may have the potential to contribute evidence on labour organisation, mining 
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technology, construction techniques, industrial

management and production and adaptation of imported mining traditions to suit local conditions. Site 

disturbance history includes flooding, partial ground collapses, salvage and boring operations, and the 

re-development of the site as a museum and visitor centre (Kleine 2011, p.3).

 

Features not included in the registration

The adjacent Chief Engineer’s House, now privately owned and substantially modified, as well as the sites of 

the former Tasmania Gold Mine battery, chlorination plant and power station near Middle Arm, plus the 

formation of the tramway connecting the mine and these features do not form part of this registration. Part of 

that area has been rehabilitated as a wetlands, while the tailings dumps are expected to be reworked. The 

collections of the Beaconsfield Mine and Heritage Centre are not included in the registration.

History: Following impetus from the mainland gold rushes, gold was sought widely in Tasmania, with a discovery by 

shepherd Keeling Richardson at Tullochgorum, near Fingal, in 1852 often being acknowledged as the 

earliest. Yet John Gardner claimed to have found several pieces of yellow metal in 1847 while working at the 

Tamar Lime Works, Cabbage Tree Hill, on the western side of the Tamar River. Only later, when Gardner 

saw gold on the Victorian goldfields, was he able to

identify the yellow metal as gold (‘Threw away gold nuggets’ 1946).

 

In the early 1870s the west Tamar was the busiest mining district in the colony, with lime kilns operating, 

iron ore mines erecting short-lived smelters, and gold being washed at Brandy Creek. This was one of 

several small Tasmanian alluvial goldfields when in July 1877 William Dally struck a lode on the slope of 

nearby Cabbage Tree Hill. The apparent success of the Launceston-based Mount Bischoff Tin Mining 

Company had improved the climate for mining investment. One of its major shareholders, merchant and 

politician William Hart, joined his son and business partner William Hart junior plus attorney and politician 

William Grubb as the major shareholders in the Tasmania Gold Mining and Quartz Crushing Company 

(Tasmania Company), formed in Launceston in October 1877. The Hart and Grubb families each took 45% of 

the shares, with the Dally brothers having the remaining 10% ( ‘Our gold mines’ 1877). The Dallys’ mining 

manager, Hobart-born Joseph Davies, was retained by the company.

 

In March 1879, standing on the veranda of the Ophir Hotel, Governor Aloysius Weld renamed

the town Beaconsfield after the British Prime Minister, Benjamin Disraeli, Earl of Beaconsfield ( ‘Vice-regal 

visit to Brandy Creek’ 1879); the earlier name Brandy Creek was probably deemed unsuitable because it 

suggested intemperance. By September 1879 there were three churches, four hotels, six or seven general 

stores, 262 dwellings and a population of 962 in Beaconsfield (Morris-Nunn & Tassell 1984, p.65).

 

The Beaconsfield goldfield grew rapidly. By 1883 there were 43 mining companies at

Beaconsfield. However, the Tasmania Company’s extensive capital and prime location on

the field enabled it to dominate the field, increasing its lease holding from 30 acres to 83.5 acres in 1888 

(editorial 1891). The company’s first dividend, declared in October 1878, followed only nine months after the 

first at Mount Bischoff; regular dividends followed until 1890.

 

Underground work at the Tasmania Mine was hot and poorly ventilated . An ingenious method of mining 

called shrink stoping was used. This involved working vertically by digging out the roof of the workings, 

replacing it with timber, then repeating the process while using that timber roof as a floor. The dirt removed 

was sent down a timbered (‘Chinaman’) chute, which also held a ladder connecting the different working 

levels (Pat Ball).

 

Beaconsfield was the birthplace of Tasmanian mining unionism. In 1883, when Joseph Davies ‘insulted’ his 

workers by demanding higher productivity, some of them formed a miners’ association (‘Meeting of 

miners’1883). Incorporating the Tasmania Accident Fund, which

employed a doctor and compensated injured miners, in 1884 the association affiliated with the 

Amalgamated Miners’ Association (AMA) as its 22nd branch (‘Beaconsfield Miners Association’ 1884).

However, the wages demands of the later Federated Mining Employees’ Association (FMEA) and the 

Federated Engine Drivers and Firemen’s Association (FED&FA) would cause the mining company more grief 

than the AMA (Kerrison 1962, pp.70–71).

 

The Tasmania Gold Mine workings were connected through a porous limestone sump to quarries on nearby 

Blyths (Middle Arm) Creek, and also, according to popular legend, to lagoons near Longford and even the 

Mole Creek caves (Lewis 1925, p.3). This led to the mine’s perennial issues with water and the ongoing 

technical challenges of draining it from such a deep mine. In 1888 the expense of dealing with the drainage 

problem prompted the Tasmania Mine’s poorer near

neighbours, the Florence Nightingale, Lefroy and Dally’s United Companies to agree to amalgamation. The 

Tasmania Gold Mine now employed almost two-thirds of the men on the field (Kerrison 1962, pp.41–42).

 

By then a once mainly Scottish Presbyterian population had become a predominantly Methodist/ Wesleyan 

one (Kerrison 1962, p.6), perhaps reflecting an influx of Cornish miners. That the only brick church in 

Beaconsfield is the Uniting (formerly Methodist) rather than the Church
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of England or the Roman Catholic speaks for the strength of the Methodist/ Wesleyan flock. The Methodist 

choir gave concerts, and Wesleyan services are even reputed to have been conducted

underground at the Tasmania Gold Mine to guard against rockfall . General Manager Davies’ house was not 

in the traditional dominant position at the entrance to the town or overlooking it such as that of Robert 

Sticht, General Manager of the Mount Lyell Mine, but perhaps he did serve as moral censor, reputedly 

standing on the steps of the Beaconsfield Wesleyan Church to see which of his employees attended 

(Kerrison 1962, p.26). The1890s were testing times, which the company addressed with state-of-the-art 

technology. Drainage problems in the new Main Shaft necessitated the acquisition of steamdriven pumping 

machinery from Harvey & Co of Hayle, Cornwall. This was not the famous Cornish beam engine so prevalent 

in South Australia up to 1888, but its successor, the horizontal compounding condensing engine, along with 

four sets of double Cornish pumps (‘Gold’ 1890). Due to expenditure on machinery, dividends became

sporadic and in 1892 the workforce was reduced to only 72 men, the lowest figure since 1878 (Kerrison 

1962, p.49).

 

Well into the twentieth century, most Tasmanian miners lit their way underground with candles. Not so at 

Beaconsfield. Siemens Brothers of London played a significant role in the development of hydro-electric 

supply in Tasmania. They were the contractor for the Hobart Tramway Company, whose electric system 

opened in 1893; erected and managed Launceston’s South Esk power plant opened in 1895; and in 1896 

they installed electric light for both surface and underground operations at the Tasmania Gold Mine . The 

water supply system for electricity generation was ingenious. Whereas at Mount Bischoff, water had to be 

brought many kilometres by race and flume, at the Tasmania mine much of the water collected was simply 

pumped out of the workings

and fed into a main dam and an overflow dam between the mine and the battery site near Middle Arm . By 

1897 Siemens’ motors mounted on these dams also drove the new Luhrig appliances for dealing with pyritic 

ores and the 2-km-long formerly horse-drawn tramway between mine and plant (Kerrison 1962, pp.53–54). 

This was achieved a decade before the Mount Bischoff mine itself was driven by electricity , and while the 

battery, winders and pumping engines remained steam driven, at this time the Tasmania Mine led all others 

in the colony in electrification (Groves, Martin, Murchie and Wellington 1972, pp.47 and 84). Some of the 

fluming which carried water from the mine to feed the electrical system remains near the Beaconsfield Mine 

and Heritage Centre buildings.

 

The wettest mine workings in the Southern Hemisphere continued to be troublesome. In 1897 more 

machinery was added to pump out the main shaft. A four-storey engine house was erected for the new 

Easton, Anderson and Goolden (London) triple expansion steam engine, driving an hydraulic pump and 

Cornish pumps below that (Cole and Peake 2005, p.11). Unfortunately the new pumps failed to fix the 

drainage problem.

 

Work also began on a new main shaft (the Hart) in 1897 (Kerrison 1962, pp.55–56), but in 1901 General 

Manager Davies was injured on the job and took sick leave, ending a reign of 24 years. Davies’ temporary 

replacement, Frank (CF) Heathcote, was the Indian-born son of a retired Anglo-Indian officer who had come 

to Tasmania as part of the Castra Scheme. He was well equipped to deal with the problems of a deep, wet 

mine, having served at the 366-metre-deep Western Silver Mine at Zeehan (Heathcote papers; ‘Mining’, 

Zeehan and Dundas Herald 29 May 1900, p.3). Heathcote ended up with the substantive job  when the mine 

was sold toBritish interests as the Tasmanian Gold Mining Co Ltd in 1903. The original company had paid 

nearly all profits out as dividends, and without money in reserve now had to look to British finance to deal 

with the ongoing water problem.

 

However, far from placing the mine on a secure footing, the inception of British money actually signalled a 

period of extravagant expenditure. Actual oversight of the mining operation was conducted by John Taylor 

and Sons, who had floated the mine in London. This British mining

promoter and engineering consultancy had managed foreign mines since 1845, including the Anchor tin 

mine in north-eastern Tasmania 1895–97 (Vernon 2015; Preston 2012). The Tasmania Gold Mine had 

effectively become part of a worldwide mining conglomerate, with Taylor and Sons simultaneously operating 

mines in England, Wales, Spain and India (Vernon, 2015). Heathcote and Tasmania Gold Mine chief 

engineer Guy L Taylor can both be seen as John Taylor and Sons

employees, who afterwards continued their careers at Taylor gold mines in India . The failure of the Anchor 

Tin Mine Ltd under the heavy cost of Taylor oversight and simultaneous management by two directors , one 

based in Britain and one in Tasmania was repeated at Beaconsfield .

Apart from the timber Chief Engineer’s Residence and the Hart Shaft Engine House , all the ‘old’ remaining 

surface features of the mine, including the Grubb Shaft Engine House, Boiler House and the handsome Mine 

Offices, date from this period.

 

By 1903 the mine was being worked 335 metres below the surface, 153 metres shallower than the state’s 

deepest mine of the time, the New Golden Gate at Mathinna ( ‘Our mining industry’ 1903). The mine already 

had the most expensive pumping machinery in the Southern

Hemisphere but, acting on the advice of Government Geologist WH Twelvetrees, three steam-driven 

double-cylinder horizontal compound engines were ordered from the Hathorn Davey Company of Leeds, 
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Yorkshire (Morris-Nunn & Tassell 1984, p.73; Kerrison 1962, pp.60–61). These were an improvement on the 

Cornish beam engine, ‘the motion coming directly from the cylinder rod with the momentum maintained in 

the pitwork, or a flywheel’ (Vernon 2009, p.19). The dewatering pumps, the largest in the world, enabled 

sinking to 450 metres in the Hart Shaft and the new Grubb Shaft, begun in 1904 (Cole and Peake 2005, 

p.6).

 

However that commitment failed to provide dividends. Shareholders were still unhappy with returns, and 

there were accusations of poor management with one shareholder, Jolly, describing the Tasmania Mine 

battery as one of the worst in the colonies (Morris-Nunn & Tassell 1984, p.69). In 1912, shortly after the 

North Mount Lyell fire disaster, the Tasmania Gold Mine suffered its own tragedy, two miners, Thomas Floyd 

and Murdoch Stewart, being crushed to death between the cage and the wall of the Hart Shaft, with their 

dismembered bodies having to be retrieved from the bottom of the shaft ( ‘Tasmania Mine tragedy’ 1912).

 

The mine closed in 1914 as the result of a financial downtown which reflected the drainage problem, 

declining grades, the poor condition of the Grubb Shaft, union wage claims and rising costs (Kerrison 1962, 

pp.78–80). An attempt by Beaconsfield miners to reopen the mine with

government help during World War One failed (Roberts 2006, pp.284–85). Over a million tons of ore had 

been treated during its operation (‘Site of the Tasmania Mine at Beaconsfield’ 1933) and the mine had paid 

£773,000 in dividends.

 

Gold mines do not cease operation when the pumps are turned off . Winding up the Tasmanian Gold Mining 

Co Ltd took another fifteen years, as assets were stripped away for sale and every ounce of gold was 

gleaned from the tailings dumps at Middle Arm. However, the advent of World War One, a low gold price and 

technological redundancy stymied efforts to offload assets . The Hathorn Davey pumping engines were left in 

place in the shafts, being unsaleable because they were too large for other local mines and also because 

electric pumps were superseding steam (‘Tasmania Gold Mine’1918).

There were no takers for the mine buildings, not even, it seemed as a factory site as part of Tasmania’s new 

hydro-industrialisation push when the state government of Sir Walter Lee (1916–22) sought to stimulate the 

economy. The success of the electricity-driven Waverley Woollen Mills and the establishment of new 

hydro-powered Tasmanian enterprises such as Cadbury-Fry-Pascall, Electrolytic Zinc, and the Kelsall and 

Kemp and Patons and Baldwins Woollen Mills were also held up as models to which Beaconsfield could 

aspire by revitalising its big mine with hydro-electricity (Haygarth 2016).

 

However, reopening the Tasmania Gold Mine was not predicated on cheap power . Once the pumps were 

turned off it became an enormously time-consuming and expensive affair to prove that a profitable resource 

existed more than 400 metres below the surface (Haygarth 2016). Not only that, but gold mining was 

flagging all over Australia, due partly to higher operational costs and declining public interest in mining 

shares.

In 1929 Australia produced only 3% of the world’s gold, compared to 24% in 1903 (Blainey 1963, 

pp.290–91). By then much of the Tasmania Gold Mine site had fallen into disrepair , with the Grubb Shaft 

Engine House starting to collapse into the shaft (‘Grubbs Shaft collapse of engine- house’ 1929).

 

The gold price rose in 1931, with the depreciation of Australia and Britain’s pound, reinvigorating gold’s lustre 

for miners and investors. It was the era of Lasseter’s Reef. With mass unemployment across the country, 

gold prospecting was encouraged and old mines reopened (Blainey 1963, pp.307 and 310). The increased 

gold price, the surrender of the Tasmania Mine lease in 1930 and Beaconsfield’s connection to the state 

electricity grid in 1932 encouraged the Launceston-based

Tasmania Gold Mine Ltd (1934–41) project, which foundered on the difficulty of raising the British capital 

needed to prove the economic potential of a flooded deep mine (Haygarth 2016). By 1937 the mine was 

finally completely flooded, 23 years after the pumps were turned off in 1914.

 

World War Two helped distance Beaconsfield from its gold-mining identity of yesteryear. Views varied about 

how or whether its golden past should be remembered. Some wanted to destroy or remove the Tasmania 

Mine buildings, others saw their value as public buildings or as a tourist attraction and public reserve (LJ 

Ryan 1946; ‘Mine building as town hall’ 1947; CE Connolly 1954). However, most references to Beaconsfield 

gold in the 1950s were in obituaries for old local

identities, and with these men died the town’s gold mining culture and the expectation of reopening the 

Tasmania Gold Mine (Haygarth 2016).

 

During the 1960s, improved technology but a subdued gold price ensured interest in the far less capital 

intensive business of reworking the tailings from the Tasmania Gold Mine . About 44,000 oz of gold were 

produced from the Tasmania Gold Mine between underground operations by more than a dozen parties of 

tributors and other small operators, using grinding, roasting, chlorination, flotation, the old cyanide process 

and the carbon-in-pulp process developed from it, plus

eventually cyanide-free methods (Blainey 1963, p.374; Mason 1994, p.815; Haygarth 2016).

 

Improved technology also allowed government drilling to establish that the Tasmania Reef probably 
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continued at depth, and with the price of gold trending upwards from 1968 the tenements for the Tasmania 

Gold Mine were acquired by Allstate Explorations NL. In 1971 the US government ended the gold standard 

and ceased buying all American gold, allowing it to be sold the open market, as a commodity. Similarly, the 

Australian government freed gold from market control for the first time since World War Two , prompting it to 

undergo an astonishing revival across Australia after 1976 and leading to the reopening of many old gold 

mines. In an era of high inflation and the Iranian oil crisis, gold was seen as a solid investment (Blainey 

1963, p.370).

 

After Allstate formed a joint venture with AMAX, intermittent dewatering of the mine commenced from the 

Hart Shaft in mid-1980, enabling deep drilling on the reef and confirming the resource below the old 

workings. State-of-the-art submersible pumps were far more effective than their predecessors in the mine . 

By 1989–90 the water table had been lowered to 154 metres below the collar or top of the Hart Shaft. In 

1990, when a development proposal was also lodged for the

Henty Gold Mine on Tasmania’s west coast, Australia was producing three times as much gold annually as 

during the 1850s gold rushes (Blainey 1963).

 

The Tasmania Mine’s heritage also underwent a revival . In 1984 the Grubb Shaft Gold and Heritage Museum 

opened after a small team of local volunteers had worked tirelessly to give new life to the derelict engine 

house. Among the museum’s exhibits are two Hathorn Davey plunger pump units recovered from the Hart 

Shaft during the dewatering (Vernon 2009).

 

By 1996 the new Joint Venture partners, Allstate Explorations NL and Beaconsfield Gold Mines Ltd, had 

dropped the water level to 400 metres, and in 1997–98 work began on a decline from the 375-metre level 

which would place miners more than one kilometre below the surface. The ore body was intersected and 

stoping (breaking up the ore inside the mine) commenced to establish an ore stockpile in time for the 

commissioning of an innovative processing plant on the western side of Cabbage Tree Hill in 1999. Located 

3km from the mine so as to minimise impact on the Beaconsfield community, the processing plant used 

bacterial oxidation technology (Hills 2013, p.1011). Most of the underground activity took place beneath the 

town of Beaconsfield.

Production increased from 38,000 oz of gold in 1999 to a peak of 150,000 oz of gold and 17,000 oz of silver 

in 2003–04. Tasmanian gold production of 350,000 oz (from Beaconsfield, Henty and Mount Lyell) during 

that financial year easily eclipsed any previous annual figure. The success at Beaconsfield was achieved 

despite access and financial difficulties as well as numerous technological hurdles . 

The change in mining methods was prompted by the advent of mining induced seismicity or ground 

instability in 2003 (Hills 2013, p.1012).

However, on Anzac Day 2006 a mine collapse led to the death of miner Larry Knight and the dramatic 

rescue of his colleagues Todd Russell and Brant Webb after fourteen days underground . The incident 

received international attention, was the subject of a book (Wright 2006) and a 2012 telemovie, 

Beaconsfield. Ironically, despite the smaller loss of life, this now outstrips the 1912 North Lyell fire as 

Tasmania’s most famous or infamous mining disaster. The hardships caused by the temporary closure of 

the mine were addressed by the Federal

Government’s $8 million Beaconsfield Community Fund.

 

In 2008, after a judicial investigation into the tragedy, the mine returned to full production, with the joint 

venture partners merged into Beaconsfield Gold NL (later known as BCD Resources). Efforts were made to 

better manage seismicity and innovative remote mining methods ( the ‘Western Method’ and ‘Radial in Reef’) 

were implemented to improve safety (Pat Ball). However, not even the retrenchment of almost 100 workers in 

2011 could ensure profitability. Ultimately, BCD Resources found that mining was not viable below 1210 

metres and wound up operations in 2012 (Latimer 2012).

 

The Tasmania Gold Mine was a small mine in the Australian context of this period. In 2010 it rated as only 

the 40th biggest gold producer nationally, being dwarfed by open cut operations like Kalgoorlie’s Super Pit 

(Mudd et al 2012, p.38). However, it remained Tasmania’s

biggest gold producer. At least 923,000 oz of gold were produced between 1999 and 2012 (Hills 2013, 

p.1012), compared to about 854,000 oz between 1877 and 1914 (plus about 44,000 oz were won from 

tailings between these periods). The Beaconsfield Joint Venture paid shareholders only one dividend totalling 

a payment of $2,298,000 in 2005. Comparison to the £773,000 paid by the original mining operation 

1877–1914 suggests that, even with technological advancement and much higher gold prices, modern-day 

deep mining was far less profitable than attacking the higher grade ore closer to the surface.

 

While the toxic tailings dumps from the original underground operation will doubtless remain and be 

reworked into the future, Beaconsfield Gold NL was required to meet modern environmental standards in 

their operations. Flotation tailings were reused as underground backfill, while excess water was pumped 

from its processing plant into specially constructed wetlands on Middle Arm Creek (Hills 2013, p.1023).

 

Several of the former Tasmania Gold Mine buildings form part of the Beaconsfield Mine and Heritage Centre , 

opened in 2010 by Prime Minister Kevin Rudd and incorporating the old Grubb Shaft Gold and Heritage 
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Museum. The Hart Shaft Headframe remains the visual focus of the Heritage Centre following extensive work 

in 2017-2018 to remediate ground instability around the sealed shaft. The former Mine Offices serve as the 

West Tamar Council Chambers. The Beaconsfield Mine and Heritage Centre is a focus for a steady flow of 

visitors and a repository of local history. The future of the mine itself depends on gold prices, technological 

advance and issues of access.

 

Comparative analysis: dewatering pumps. mine offices, highly

capitalised historic mining operations

Tasmania’s five biggest producers through its late-nineteenth-century mining boom were the Mount Bischoff 

Tin Mine at Waratah (production worth £3,538,590 by 1901, dividends paid £1,804,500); the Mount Lyell 

Copper and Gold Mine at Queenstown (production value unknown, dividends paid £975,000); the Tasmania 

Gold Mine (£1,967,484, £757,071); the New Golden Gate at Mathinna (£672,455, £312,000) and the 

Western Silver Mine at Zeehan (£477,715,

£102,000) (Statistics of Tasmania 1901, p.329). Mount Bischoff and Mount Lyell were originally open cut 

operations, but the other three mines had to overcome the drainage problems associated with working at 

depth. The deepest was the New Golden Gate Mine, which eventually worked down to 579 metres below the 

surface (Twelvetrees 1914, p.16), while the Western Silver Mine at Zeehan exceeded 300 metres (Blissett 

1962, pp.135–36).

 

The Tasmania Gold Mine was also working more than 300 metres below the surface when it installed its 

three Hathorn Davey steamdriven double-cylinder horizontal compound engines. It is the only major 

nineteenth-century Tasmanian mine to demonstrate the use of large dewatering pumps , representing an 

uncommon investment in the future of the mine. Two plunger pump units that were originally part of the 

Hathorn Davey engines were salvaged from the mine and can be

seen at the Beaconsfield Mine and Heritage Centre. Only two complete examples of these Hathorn Davey 

engines survive in Britain, and none in Tasmania. Likewise, few engine houses for Hathorn Davey compound 

engines survive across the world, examples being Marriott’s Shaft near Carn Brea, Cornwall, the Cerro 

Muriano Copper Mine at Cordoba, Spain and the Waihi Gold Mine in the north island of New Zealand 

(Vernon 2009, p.19). Those at the Tasmania Gold Mine appear to be the only examples in Australia .

 

The Mine Offices were the administrative hub of the mining operation where decisions were made , financial 

planning and accounting was conducted, plans were drafted and the workers were paid. The Tasmania Gold 

Mine’s early-twentieth-century Mine Offices are also a rare surviving example of their kind , comparable to 

those of the Mount Lyell Company (THR#8224) at Queenstown. Some of the Mount Bischoff Tin Mining 

Company Offices survive with reduced integrity as the offices of a private heavy haulage contractor at 

Waratah, but no other mine offices are known to survive from this period .

 

The Tasmania Gold Mine demonstrates the characteristics of a highly capitalised historic mining operation . 

Elements demonstrating the highly capitalised Mount Bischoff Tin Mining Company operation (Water 

system and power station [THR#11,963], Mine Manager’s House [THR#5628], calciner, some of the mine 

offices and some of the company housing) remain, as do elements of the Mount Lyell Mining and Railway 

Company operation (the Iron Blow open cut, West Lyell Open Cut, the Mine Manager’s House, Penghana 

[THR#5642], the Mount Lyell Co Office Complex [THR#8224], refinery chimney, some of the company staff 

housing, the Lake Margaret Power Scheme [THR#10,863], Lettes Bay shacks [THR#7793], Regatta Point 

Station [THR#10,127]). Similarly, the engine houses, the Drainage Union (Lefroy), Hart and Grubb Shafts 

and the Mine Offices at the Tasmania Gold Mine represent the operation of the Tasmania Company and the

Tasmania Gold Mining Company Limited. These features illustrate mining methods used; the amount of 

capitalisation required to overcome environmental and metallurgical difficulties and varying ore prices ; plus 

the prestige attached to a successful large historic mining enterprise.

 

A characteristic of such mines is their local dominance. The Drainage Union Shaft on the Tasmania Gold 

Mine property demonstrates how the first established and best capitalised mine will come to dominate a 

mining field, absorbing most other companies. The shaft represents the combined efforts of four companies 

to drain the entire field. Its failure led to the Tasmania Company absorbing the other companies , raising 

capital in England and installing the largest pumps in the Southern Hemisphere in order to deal with the 

drainage problem. Mount Bischoff and Mount Lyell had similar early histories.
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Statement of 

Significance: 

(non-statutory 

summary)

The former Tasmania Gold Mine site is of historic cultural heritage significance as a demonstration of 

Tasmania’s most successful gold mining venture and an important nineteenth -century milestone in the 

state’s economic development. The extent of the former industrial operations is demonstrated by the 

surviving buildings, ruins, surface and subsurface remains, which symbolise the economic growth of the 

colony in the late nineteenth century as a result of mining activities. The site features the only 

Tasmanian example of engine houses built for Hathorn Davey horizontal engines , and a rare surviving 

example of early twentieth-century mine offices, comparable to those of the Mount Lyell Company at 

Queenstown (THR#8224). The former Tasmania Gold Mine site is of historic cultural heritage 

significance for its potential to contribute to our understanding of Tasmania’s most successful gold mine 

and a prism through which to understand late nineteenth-century and early twentieth- century mining 

practices and management. Mining sites in Tasmania, including the former Tasmania Gold Mine, share 

a suite of attributes relating to mineral and metal exploration, labour organisation, industrial 

management and adaption of imported mining techniques, and this site in particular demonstrates 

highly creative engineering techniques in the face of challenging environmental conditions. The former 

Tasmania Gold Mine site is important to the community as a visually prominent landmark , as a place 

that is valued for its important nineteenth-century history but also for being the site of the dramatic 

Beaconsfield Mine Rescue in 2006, an event which was reported across the world. The site has value to 

the community because of its special association with the Tasmania Gold Mining and Quartz Crushing 

Company, Beaconsfield Gold (BCD Resources), mine discoverer William Dally, mining investors and 

politicians William Hart senior and William Dawson Grubb, mine managers Joseph Davies and Frank 

Heathcote, mine management company John Taylor and Sons, rescued miners Todd Russell and Brant 

Webb, and with the 2006 Beaconsfield Mine Rescue.
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The Heritage Council may enter a place in the Heritage Register if it meets one or more of the following criteria from the 

Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995:

Significance:

The opening of the Mount Bischoff Tin Mine and the Tasmania Gold Mine in the 1870s were milestones both for the 

economic growth of Tasmania and the development of its mining industry . The former Tasmania Gold Mine was 

Tasmania’s most successful gold mine and one of its most successful mines of any description , making a significant 

contribution to the nineteenth-century mining boom which invigorated the colony and in particular the town of 

Beaconsfield and the city of Launceston. Like the Mount Bischoff Tin Mining Company, the Tasmania Gold Mining 

and Quartz Crushing Company was a Tasmanian-owned enterprise. The mine was significant in the development of 

Tasmanian mining unionism and attracted a significant Cornish Methodist population from other colonies to Tasmania . 

The extent of the former industrial operations is demonstrated by the surviving buildings, ruins, surface and 

subsurface remains, which symbolise the economic growth of the colony in the late nineteenth century as a result of 

mining activities. The site also represents the hard and dangerous work of miners in difficult conditions and the 

confidence of the sector manifested in the elegant Mine Offices adjacent to the mine site .

 

The place is important to the course or pattern of Tasmania’s history.a)

b)

The presence of porous limestone led to the original Tasmania Gold Mine having greater drainage problems than any 

other Tasmanian mine. As a result the site is rare for its ability to demonstrate several highly innovative responses to 

the problem of dewatering deep mines. It is the only Tasmanian mine site to demonstrate the use of large dewatering 

pumps, representing an uncommon investment in the future of the mining industry at the time. Two plunger pump 

units that were originally part of the Hathorn Davey engines were salvaged from the mine and can be seen at the 

Beaconsfield Mine and Heritage Centre. Only two complete examples of these Hathorn Davey engines survive in 

Britain, and none in Tasmania. Likewise, few engine houses for Hathorn Davey compound engines survive across the 

world, examples being at Marriott’s Shaft near Carn Brea, Cornwall, the Cerro Muriano Copper Mine at Cordoba, 

Spain and the Waihi Gold Mine in the north island of New Zealand (Vernon 2009, p.19). The ones at the Tasmania 

Gold Mine appear to be the only examples in Australia. The early twentieth-century Mine Offices are also a rare 

surviving example of their kind, comparable to those of the Mount Lyell Company (THR#8224) at Queenstown.

 

The place possesses uncommon or rare aspects of Tasmania’s history.

c)

The former Tasmania Gold Mine site & former Mine Offices are of historic cultural heritage significance for their ability 

to contribute to an understanding of one Tasmania’s most successful gold mines and a prism through which to 

understand late nineteenth-century and early twentieth- century mining practices and management. The site contains 

evidence of the mine workings and operations in standing features and surface and subsurface remains including 

building footings, artefacts and material related to the use of the site as a mine. This evidence can inform our 

knowledge of the development of the site and the mining landscape, settlement planning, mine management 

domestic arrangements, technological adaptation and innovation and environmental impacts. The Tasmania Gold 

Mine operated in two periods of similar length and production almost a century apart. The mine site therefore has the 

potential to yield information about the technological evolution of mining from the early twentieth to the early 

twenty-first centuries.

 

The place has the potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of Tasmania’s 

history.

d)

The Tasmania Gold Mine demonstrates the principal characteristics of a large -scale, successful historic mining 

operation, including both operational and administrative functions. While many nineteenth-century and early 

twentieth-century Tasmanian mine sites retain only surface and sub-surface archaeological deposits, others such as 

the Mount Bischoff Tin Mine, the Mount Lyell Copper Mine and the Tasmania Gold Mine have a much fuller suite of 

surviving infrastructure. They also represent a more intensified mining in which additional capital was obtained in order 

to overcome environmental and metallurgical difficulties . Surviving features of the Tasmania Gold Mine include not only 

the Drainage Union (Lefroy), Grubb and Hart Shafts, but the engine houses and the Mine Offices (the Chief Engineer’s 

House also survives, but is omitted from this registration because of its reduced integrity). In addition, there are 

features of the second, twentieth-century phase of mining, including the Hart Shaft Headframe, the Change Sheds, 

the Winder House and the mine yard.

 

The place is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of place in Tasmania’s 

history.
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e)

The former Tasmania Gold Mine had to overcome greater drainage problems than any other Tasmanian mine . In each 

case when the Tasmania Gold Mining and Quartz Crushing Company bought pumping engines to address this 

problem, it chose state-of-the-art machinery. The Hathorn Davey engines bought in 1903 were specially adapted for 

local conditions by the manufacturer and were said to be the largest of their type in the world. The so-called ‘shrink 

stoping’ used by the company underground was another technical innovation .

Although not the first Tasmanian mine to use the electric light , the Tasmania Gold Mining and Quartz Crushing 

Company was the first to establish a hydro-electric plant which also powered its tramway and some of its 

concentrating appliances. Beaconsfield Gold continued the technical innovation by introducing a processing plant 

which used bacterial oxidation technology and implementing remote mining methods ( the ‘Western Method’ and 

‘Radial in Reef’) to improve safety.

 

The place is important in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement.

f)

The former Tasmania Gold Mine site is important to the community as a visually prominent landmark , as a place that 

is valued for its glorious nineteenth-century history but also for being the site of the dramatic Beaconsfield Mine 

Rescue in 2006, an event which was reported across the world. Its Roman-temple-style engine houses, Hart Shaft 

Headframe, Change Sheds and Mine Offices form part of a cultural landscape of historic values , with a sense of 

remoteness and discovery that makes the site special to visitors and the wider Tasmanian community . Most of the 

remaining features of the mine now form part of the Beaconsfield Mine and Heritage Centre, developed by the 

Beaconsfield community, which serves as both a focus for visitors and a repository of local history.

 

The place has a strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social or 

spiritual reasons.

g) The place has a special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in 

Tasmania’s history.

The former Tasmania Gold Mine site has value to the community because of its special association with the 

Tasmania Gold Mining and Quartz Crushing Company, the Tasmania Gold Mining Company Limited, Beaconsfield 

Gold (BCD Resources), mine discoverer William Dally, mining investors and politicians William Hart senior and 

William Dawson Grubb, mine managers Joseph Davies and Frank Heathcote, mine management company John 

Taylor and Sons, rescued miners Todd Russell and Brant Webb, and with the 2006 Beaconsfield Mine Rescue. The 

rescue of the two men from more than 1000 metres underground fourteen days after a rockfall was thought to have 

killed them is one of the great mining survival stories. This event made international headlines and placed 

Beaconsfield on the tourist map. Features of the mine now form part of the Beaconsfield Mine and Heritage Centre, 

which reflects upon and commemorates the mine’s history.

 

h) The place is important in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics.

The former Tasmania Gold Mine’s engine house ruins have long been a potent reminder of Tasmania’s past economic 

glory, but the site, and in particular the Hart Shaft Headframe became familiar to people across Australia and the 

world as a result of the 2006 Beaconsfield Mine Rescue. This event which was heavily covered by both print and 

televised media also spawned a book, Tony Wright’s 2006 Bad Ground, and a 2012 telemovie, Beaconsfield, directed 

by Glendyn Ivin. The Hart Shaft Headframe, which was designed to mimic the pylon of the Batman Bridge, remains a 

prominent visual landmark which dominates the skyline at Beaconsfield.

 

PLEASE NOTE This data sheet is intended to provide sufficient information and justification for listing the place on the 

Heritage Register. Under the legislation, only one of the criteria needs to be met. The data sheet is not 

intended to be a comprehensive inventory of the heritage values of the place, there may be other heritage 

values of interest to the Heritage Council not currently acknowledged.
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